To

ALL CGMs (Others than in NCR region),
Telecom Circles,
BSNL.

Sub: Implementation of Biometric System in all Telecom Circles of BSNL others than in NCR (whose case is being dealt separately) —reg.

Ref.: BSNL/Admn-I/27-3/2005-pt dttd. 03.05.2016 & BSNL/Admn-I/27-I/2005-Pt even dttd. 11.10.2017,

Kind attention is invited towards this office letter of even no. dated 03.05.2016, vide which it was requested to implement the Biometric Systems to register attendance of the employees in all telecom circles of BSNL. Thereafter, a letter of even no. dated 11.10.2017 was written to all telecom circles to update the status of biometric system for registering the attendance of staff at their circle head-quarters and install the biometric system for registering the attendance of staff there, if already not installed by 31st Dec., 2017. After which reminders even dttd 07.11.2017, 17.11.2017 & 07.12.2017 have been issued from this office under the signature of GM (Admin & PR), BSNL CO, requesting all telecom circles to update the status of biometric system at their circle head quarters positively by 10.12.2017.

But it is regretted that till date Andeman & Nicobar, Bihar, UP(E), IT Project and TF (Mumbai) telecom circles have not sent the requisite report.

The Competent Authority is taking a serious note of it. Therefore, Andeman & Nicobar, Bihar, UP(E), IT Project and TF (Mumbai) telecom circles are once again requested to send the report displaying the status of the availability and working of the biometric system at their respective circle head-quarters for registering the attendance of staff by 10.01.2018 positively.

Further in all previous even dated letters from this office, it was requested to all telecom circles to install and make operational the biometric system at their respective circle head quarters by 31.12.2017. Therefore, all telecom circles, where biometric system installation was in process and which have not confirmed the working of the biometric system till now, are requested to update the status of the availability and working of the biometric system at their respective circle head-quarters for registering the attendance of staff by 10.01.2018 positively as DIR(HR) is regularly reviewing the status weekly.

This may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Copy to:

1) PS to DIR(HR) for kind information, please.

Email for sending report: ss18201@gmail.com & ss18201@bSNL.co.in